
Home Learning, Westwood Academy. 

Week commencing: 11th January 2020. YEAR 5 DAILY ZOOM to discuss the work will be at 10:00 am   
PURPLE MASH If you do not have your Purple mash log in email me  year5@westwoodacademy.org  and I can give it to you.  

 
 

 Literacy persuasive vocabulary, techniques  and Persuasive 
writing . 

Numeracy Walt: consolidate and use division methods  
TOPIC: Science and History and Art  

REMEMBER to be E-safe when using the internet  
 

Monday Reading Purple Mash 2DO  
Read chapter one of The Ambleford Marbles and complete 
the online comprehension task or read a book for 15 
minutes.  
Spelling: Complete the spelling quiz Spring week 2 on Purple 
mash and start learning the words with ough letter string in 
them: 

through thorough borough enough bough 
though although dough thoroughness ought 
Literacy: use the Literacy power-point for all 
literacy lessons this week. 
WALT create a character  
Read through the character description of 
Harry Potter and then follow the instructions 
on how to create a set of Wizard character 
top trump cards.  
 

TT Rock stars 10 minutes daily. 
Walt:  divide 2 digits by 1 digit  
Today you will use partitioning and visual methods of 
grouping to complete the division questions. Of course 
you should also be using your times table skills.  
Watch the teaching video and answer questions on 
paper along the way. 
https://vimeo.com/488870720 
and then choose a sheet to complete. (Answers are 
attached for you to check your work at the end.)  
  
* Classroom secrets Developing sheet 
** Expected sheet 
*** Greater Depth sheet 
 
 
 

Daily mile: go for a walk, jog or a bike ride with somebody in your 
family 
 
SCIENCE: what are solids, liquids and gases?  
Watch the video which explains what solids, liquids and gases 
are and have a go at the quiz. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/zsgwwxs 
 
Work through the power point and then choose the  * , ** or 
***  activity sheet to complete  

Tuesday 1. Purple Mash Read chapter two of The Ambleford 
Marbles and complete the online comprehension 
task or read a book for 15 minutes.  

 
2. Spellings: practise words from the list: purple mash 

quiz  
 (use a dictionary to make sure you know what all of the 
words mean) 

 Literacy: use the Literacy power-point 

Walt: improve our vocabulary  
Complete at least two of the vocabulary activities ( sheet 
below and on the PowerPoint)  

TT Rock stars 10 minutes daily. 
Walt:  divide 2 and 3 digits by 1 digit  
Today we will move on to the method of short division or Bus 
stop division. 
 A really helpful video to show the method of short division  ( 
Bus stop or formal written division ) can be found here 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/teaching-wiki/bus-stop-method  
I will also go over the method in the Zoom session. 
 
Choose the *  , **  or *** sheet to complete  

(Answers are attached for you to check your work at 
the end.)  
There are two success criteria sheets at the bottom of this 
plan to also help you.  
 

 
 

Daily mile: go for a walk, jog or a bike ride with somebody in your 
family 

History: The Vikings  

Walt: investigate facts about the long boat  

Vikings built long ships for war and raiding. These ships were 
sometimes known as 'dragon ships'.  They were long and 
narrow so that they could travel quickly through the water. 
This was important for surprise attacks and quick getaways. 

Watch the video: 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgmxpv4  

and use the information sheet attached to help you learn about 
the Vikings long boat and then answer as many questions as you 
can about it. 

mailto:year5@westwoodacademy.org
https://vimeo.com/488870720
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/zsgwwxs
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/teaching-wiki/bus-stop-method
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgmxpv4
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Wednesday 1. Purple Mash Read chapter 3 of The Ambleford 
Marbles and complete the online comprehension 
task or read a book for 15 minutes.  

2.  Practise spellings for ten minutes:  purple mash 
quiz  

Writing Task: Walt analyse a persuasive text 
Work through the power point slides for Wednesday and 
answer the questions and complete the activities about the 
text and how it uses persuasive language and techniques.  
If you do not have a printer write your answers on paper.  

TT Rock stars 10 minutes daily.  
Walt: divide 4 digits by 1 digit  
Re -watch the video from yesterday or watch the video 
on the White Rose site https://vimeo.com/492054136 
Now complete  Wednesday’s maths sheet using the bus 
stop / short division method  

  
* at least 3 of the questions  
**at least 5 of the questions  
***at least 6 of the questions  
 
(Answers are attached for you to check your work at 
the end.)  
 

 
 

 
Art and History WALT: make a model of a long boat  
Now that you have learnt lots of facts about the Vikings long 
boats you need to have a go at creating one! 
Choose one of these activities to complete….  
* Draw a labelled diagram of a Viking long boat 
 
** Paint a picture or create a collage of a Viking long boat  
 
*** Use the paper template model (attached) or create your 
own model of a longboat.  
You have two lessons to complete your work  
 
For more info if needed 
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/viking/who.html 
 
 
Daily mile : go for a walk, jog or  a bike ride with somebody in 
your family  

Thursday 1. Purple Mash Read chapter 4 of The Ambleford 
Marbles and complete the online comprehension 
task or read a book for 15 minutes.  

.  
2. Get someone to test you on the spelling words 

from Monday. How many did you get correct? 
  
Writing Task: Walt: plan ideas for a new school. 
Reread the wizard school advert. Today you are going to plan 
your ideas for your own new school using all of the 
persuasive techniques that you have learnt about over the 
last two weeks. 
Think about what type of school you would like to advertise?  
Maybe a school of skateboarding or cycling or cookery or 
computer games or …? 
Your school could be for something imaginary like a Witches 
school, a Troll school or a Dragon school. 
Or maybe you could link your new school to your advert from 
last week.  
Use the planning grid to plan your ideas for each  
paragraph. (below or plan on paper)  

TT Rock stars 10 minutes daily. 
Walt: Divide with remainders  
Watch this video that teaches you how to divide with 
remainders   https://vimeo.com/492054148 
 
Use the bus stop / short division method to complete 
Thursday’s maths sheet.   

 * at least 2 of the questions  
**at least 4 of the questions  
***at least 5 of the questions  
on Thursday division with remainders sheet. 
 
This is new learning for some so give it a try but don’t worry if 
you find it too tricky you can choose the Thursday maths 
sheet with no remainders to practise instead. 
 
 
 

 
 

1. PE: Choose one of the fitness activities to complete   

https://www.deanessportscentre.com/ssp  
 
 

2. Topic: complete your Viking long boat picture or model 
from yesterday. 

3. If you finish it answer the following questions  
A) What do you like about your design? 
B) What part would you improve next time? 

https://vimeo.com/492054136
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/viking/who.html
https://vimeo.com/492054148
https://www.deanessportscentre.com/ssp
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Friday 1. Purple Mash Read chapter 5 of The Ambleford 
Marbles and complete the online comprehension 
task or read a book for 15 minutes.  

 
Writing Task: Walt: write a persuasive advert about a new 
school. 
Now you’re ready to write your advert!    
Use your plan from yesterday to draft your written advert on 
a separate piece of paper and don’t forget to check the 
punctuation and flow. Does it sound persuasive enough? 
Remember to: 
• Read your work and check it flows and makes sense; 
• Use your persuasive tools to hook the reader; 
• Check your capital letters at the start of sentences, full 
stops at the end and any exclamation marks and question 
marks that are needed. 

• Use parenthesis to add extra information into your 
sentences (…)  

 
 

TT Rock stars 10 minutes daily. 
 
Walt: Recall multiplication skills quickly  
Learn the 3,4 and 8 x tables  
Work through the activities on Purple mash to help you 
get quicker at recalling the times table facts. 
Extra: Can you come up with your own times table 
game to help you learn a set of times tables?   
 

Daily mile: go for a walk or a bike ride  
Take a picture of your work and share it with me on the year 5 e-
mail.  Year5@westwoodacademy.org 
I look forward to seeing some of your best pieces of work. 
 
 

Explanatory notes/messages to class here:  

Well done for all your hard work last week Class 5S.  We have our Zoom meeting at 10:00 am each day and during this I will explain the learning for the day and answer any 
questions.  Zoom details:  
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/93361715040?pwd=c2FEUUtmUFFLNnhqdDlIcUM4VTdLQT09 
Meeting ID: 933 6171 5040 
Passcode: year5  
If you have any problems with any of the work during the day you can also contact me on the year 5 email Year5@westwoodacademy.org  
Hope you all have a good week and don’t forget to send me some of your work and join the Zoom meeting each day.  
Keep safe,  
Mrs Smith x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Year5@westwoodacademy.org
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Literacy Tuesday:  
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Literacy Tuesday: *** 
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Literacy Wednesday Activity one: try and complete the sheet  
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Literacy Wednesday Activity two: try and complete the sheet  
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Paragraph What to include ……e.g.   School of 
Skateboarding 

My  ideas for my new School of  ……………..…………… 

one  Introduce what your new school is famous 
for by asking lots of rhetorical questions  
e.g. Are you a cool dude skater? Do you 
long to be the best skateboarder in the 
land? If so…. Etc…  

 
 
 
 
 
 

two  Tell the reader what the school has to 
offer. List 4 or more activities on offer. 
Don’t forget to boast and use superlatives 
and exaggerated language e.g. 

We have exceptional … 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

three  Tell the reader what will 
happen if they go to your 
school e.g. 

Study here and … 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

four Boast about what other 
wonderful things your 
school has and include a 
sentence of 3. 
We also have the most amazing wheel 
technicians, radical ramps and demos 
every week to take part in.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final line  End with a catchy slogan 
Succeed with speed at our cool 
Skateboarding School!!!  

 
 

Thursday Literacy: Planning sheet  
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Thursday and Friday Steps to success Peer assessment 
*I have used rhetorical questions. E.g. Wouldn’t you love to...?  

**I have used bossy/ imperative verbs and strong adverbs.  
**I have used superlatives/ exaggeration. E.g. good=best. The 

most amazing  
 

***I have used persuasive language e.g. alliteration, similes, 
metaphors. 

 

***I have used a catchy slogan or catch phrase  
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Tuesday Vikings  
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Answers Viking Longships Comprehension Answer Sheet 

1. The purpose of the carved figure at the front was to scare off enemies and be intimidating. 

2. The shape of the longship helped it to travel so quickly because it was long and narrow. 

3. The stern is the back of the ship and here it is steered using a big oar. 

4. Pupil’s own response based on: No I do not think wool is the preferred material used for sails on modern boats today because it is not 
waterproof/ it is heavy. 

5. The purpose of the shields on the side of the ship was to protect both men and women during battles. 

6. All the eating and sleeping was done on the deck because there was no shelter anywhere else on the ship. 

7. I would evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Viking longships as a method of transportation as being very good because they were long and 
narrow and moved quickly through the water, and they were built to carry a lot of people.  

 


